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Obscured 504

Wired glass

Mastercarré

Reflo

Satinato white

GLASSES
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Decorative glasses is not always a perfect match with the original in terms of colour and structure. To avoid misunderstandings,
please compare the sample glasses at your Internorm 1st window partner.
Quality feature condensation: Internorm windows have excellent heat insulation and tightness. This prevents irksome drafts,
saves heat energy, and keeps out annoying noise. However, condensation may form in individual cases for physical reasons. This
is sometimes seen as bothersome, but it is actually a sure sign that the window has good thermal insulation properties.
Condensation on the outside: After cold nights, the glass panes can mist up on the outside because good thermal insulation
ensures that very little heat is let outside from the inside. This means that the outer pane stays relatively cold and the ambient
moisture, due to the temperature difference between the air and the window surface, can become visible on the cool glass
surface in the form of condensate (small water droplets that limit what you can see through the pane). However, this effect only
occurs in the morning hours and if the window is in a certain position in the house, and it disappears again as soon as the temperate increases.
Condensation on the inside: Due to water vapour from the kitchen and bathroom, but also from breathing air, especially in the
bedroom, the humidity of the room air increases in the interior spaces. If one does not ensure enough fresh air, this humidity
can quickly form as condensation on the window. That is why it is a good idea to ventilate your rooms regularly with intermittent
ventilation or conveniently with an automatic window ventilator, such as the I-tec ventilator.
You can find more tips and tricks on how to avoid condensation on our Homepage and in the following document “Internorm-Fibel/
User Manual, Care, Maintenance, Warranties”.

